
Data Visualisation Workshop

Description
For further details, visit our web-site at
www.science-craft.com.This two-day workshop enables life scientists to effectively create fig-

ures based on quantitative data that add impact to their publications.
The workshop is divided into two one-day modules: Principles and
Applications.

The workshop instructor, Dr.-Rick-
Scavetta, can be contacted directly via
email at rick.scavetta@science-craft.com

On the first day, the Principles module focuses on understanding
the purpose of a figure, choosing the most appropriate plot type,
and the science of perception. The first day is primarily concerned
with the art of visual communicaiton and integrates participants’
own examples into the teaching process.

On the second day, the Applications module focuses on the practi-
cal implementation of the data visualisation principles discussed on
the first day. This is done using the R statistical programming environ-
ment with the participants’ own data.

Sample Submission

Participants are asked to provide a sample visualisation of their own
results that will be used as a teaching example on the first day.

Requirements

To take full advantage of the Applications module on the second day,
participants should already be proficient with R. Participation in Sci-
ence Craft’s Data Analysis workshop would fulfill this requirement,
but students who have confirmed their own proficiency will also be
accepted. A detailed list of suggested R functions and concepts is Some students already familiar with

programming (e.g. MatLab, Python or
Perl) but unfamiliar with R have bene-
fitted greatly from the workshop. How-
ever, we do prefer that participants have
a working knowledge of R.

provided in a pre-workshop self-assessment for participants.

Participants are strongly encouraged to bring in their own data sets
and computers for practical work on the second day.

Software

Students bringing their own computers should have the following
cross-platform software pre-installed.

R – v3.0 or later (http://www.r-project.org/)

RStudio – v0.97 or later (http://rstudio.org/download/desktop)

JGR – v1.7-14 or later (http://rforge.net/JGR/index.html)
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